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Abstract

Using an object−oriented approach, the text editor Write has been designed to be extensible
while its basic structure has been kept small and simple. As its main extension concept, Write
supports extensible objects floating in a text. An important result presented is that the
extended editor can play the role of various dedicated applications. It can be stated that the
editor together with its extension model constitutes an application framework of rather wide
applicability. This paper presents the editing model chosen for Write and its effects on
efficiency and ease of extension. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, several
editor extensions are presented.
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Introduction

A framework is the common design of (a class) of similar applications or subsystems [Johnson 88]. The
design of frameworks is by no means easy. To cite [Deutsch 89]: "Interface design and functionality factoring
constitutes the key intellectual effort of software and is far more difficult to create or re−create than code". To
develop an application framework, it is necessary to have a rather precise model of what kind of
applications are to be supported. This paper concentrates on interactive, editor−like applications. In
particular, it deals with the extensible text editor Write. It is shown how a simple basic editor together
with a well−chosen way of extending it leads to a useful application framework. Surprisingly (even to the
author), the original scope of the editor has been surpassed by some applications that have been built
using Write.

Roughly speaking, Write models a text as a sequence of elements. Each such element is either a normal

character, or an instance of some extension class (like this one: M ). Implementing new element
classes is the primary way of extending Write. When displaying or editing a text, Write sends messages to
the elements of the text. Elements in turn interpret these messages to provide some specific behavior.
The spectrum of possible element behavior is rather large: It spans from passive display of the element to
an active, context sensitive, and even interactive behavior. For example, an element may represent a
passive icon or an active button. An element may display a picture or a graphics and allow in−place
editing of it, or it may format and display a table based on some declarative definition of the table
contents.

The Write editor has been implemented to be an integral part of the Oberon system [Wirth 89] which
is now available for a variety of machines (cf. Appendix). Due to its simplicity, Write became the standard
document editor of the Oberon system. By restricting Write and especially its extension model to a few
simple concepts, extending Write became so simple that it actually has been extended many times, fitting
the needs of different users.

The implementation language is also called Oberon [Wirth 88b] and it supports the basics for hybrid
object−oriented programming. In Oberon record types can be extended to form subtypes [Wirth 88a].
Message sending is supported by (subtypes) of message records that are passed to objects for
interpretation: Based on the dynamic type of a message, the object's handler decides whether to directly
handle the message, or to delegate it to some other handler.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First of all, some basic terms are defined and the text model
as well as its extensions are presented in detail. Secondly, the modular structure of the editor and the
used model/view−binding are explained. The third section explains why Write is a framework. The fourth
and most extensive section presents a wide selection of existing extensions showing the potential of the
chosen approach. A fifth section takes a look at some implementation aspects, and the final section takes
a look at related work.

Basic Terms

Before going into details, a clarification of the terms used in the title is in order. A (software) system is
called extensible if parts of it call other parts that are known to the caller only by their abstract interface.
The object−oriented approach is particularly useful to construct extensible systems: A system can send
messages to objects of which it only knows their protocol, i.e. the set of messages that these objects
understand. If new objects conforming to such a protocol are implemented later, they can be fully
integrated into the existing system without needs of modifying it. Such added parts are called extensions.

A useful starting point to develop an extensible system is a framework. Following [Johnson 88] a
framework is an abstract design of a whole system, i.e. it defines a skeleton of interacting classes. If the
systems aimed at are applications, the framework is called application framework. A framework typically
captures a design by combining a set of abstract classes with a set of conventions (also called contracts)
how the classes should interact. Additionally, a framework may provide default implementations of (part
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of) its classes. If such implementations are available, the process of filling flesh into a framework is
significantly simplified: It makes it possible to implement a system in a stepwise manner using the
framework.

The Model and its Extensions

For an application framework it is of predominant importance to have a precise understanding of the
underlying problem domain. As Write in its basic configuration is a text editor, the most important
concept to understand is its text model. This section goes into the details of what a text is and roughly
sketches the most important consequences of the chosen model. (Right from the beginning one should
note that the Write model intentionally contains many restrictions. Write serves only for certain
applications, but in a clear and simple way.)

For Write, a text is a sequence of attributed text objects, i.e. a total ordering is defined, and certain
attributes are associated with every text object. The most important type of text object are normal (ASCII)
characters. Associated attributes are a font (combining family, size, and style), a color, and a vertical
displacement. A text object may also be an instance of some extension class. A simple EBNF syntax
summarizes this:

Text = {AttrObject}.
AttrObject = Attributes TextObject.
Attributes = font color offset.
TextObject = characterObject | extendedObject.

Note that there are intentionally no structures superimposed on a text. It will be shown below how to
incorporate range attributes (like paragraph formatting styles) without changing the text model. For the
sake of simplicity, from now on, character will be used for characterObject, and element for
extendedObject.

The almost trivial model of a text leads to a very simple editing model. In Write, there are just four
basic editing operations:

change attribute values in text range [beg, end[ to new value
delete text range [beg, end[
copy text range [beg, end[ to other text at pos
write text object to end of text

It is important that the unconstrained application of these editing operations is only possible due to the
flat (unstructured) text model. Furthermore, the simple text model allows tools consuming or operating
on texts to be implemented in a simple and straightforward way. For example, the Oberon compiler can
readily consume any Write text by scanning it in a standard linear fashion. To further ease the
implementation of such tools, Write defines standard projections from characters to elements, and vice
versa: (x/S denotes the projection of x into the set S)

x N Characters  ↑  x/Element : = NIL
x N Elements  ↑  x/Character : = 1C16

In other words, a text can be interpreted as a plain character sequence, in which all elements are
projected to a fixed ASCII code (1C16 # SPACEascii). Thus, tools can treat elements as white space.
Although less important, a tool interested in elements only, can also treat a text as a sequence of
elements, where characters are projected to the special element value NIL.

Now that the text model is defined, it is time to look at the precise definition of elements. An element
belongs to a specific class. (In Oberon by means of using a specific message handler.) On a model level,
there are only three basic messages sent to elements (cf. Table 1).
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load internalize recipient (read from file)
store externalize recipient (write to file)
copy allocate and initialize copy of recipient

Table 1. Model Messages understood by Elements.

For every element class, the three corresponding methods can be implemented in a few lines of code. For
certain (temporary) elements, it is even sufficient to implement the copy method, only. One could argue
that all these messages are not necessary if the environment provides sufficiently generic support for
object cloning, input, and output. However, experience shows that the generic mechanisms would
almost always do the wrong thing (e.g deep instead of shallow copying of some sub−structure,
externalization of some redundant auxiliary sub−structures, etc.).

Obviously, a text needs also be formatted, displayed and printed. However, these operations are
considered view specific and their description is thus postponed to the next section.

A question left open so far is how attributes spanning ranges of characters can be added to Write texts. In
batch oriented typesetting systems (like TEX [Knuth 84]) interspersed markups are used to define
attributes that remain valid till changed by a following markup. This idea can be transferred into the
Write text model. For example, a paragraph control element (parc, for short) is used to define paragraph
formatting attributes (left, centered, right or block adjusted text, tabulator settings, line spacing, etc.).
Since a markup is implemented as a single element and elements may be interactive, direct manipulation
of attributes is possible. Also, as will be explained in the next section, the markup can be interpreted
when displaying a text; changes to a markup can be made visible directly. Hence, a parc can behave
similar to a LisaWrite [Williams 83] or MacWrite ruler.

Structure of the Basic Editor

The Model−View−Controller (MVC) paradigm [Krasner 88] is a particularly successful approach for
designing interactive applications. It separates models which manage data, views which interpret and
display models, and controllers which manipulate models and set view parameters. By separating
components by function, the resulting system gains structure and flexibility.

In the Oberon system, the graphical user interface relies on so−called frames. A frame implements
both a view and a controller supporting direct manipulation of the frame's contents. For example, a
frame interprets mouse and keyboard messages. Additionally, Oberon supports commands that also
might act as controllers in the MVC sense. A command is an exported, parameterless procedure that can
be activated from any visible text by clicking on its name. (Other visual components, like buttons or
menus, may also be used to activate a command, but are not part of the standard Oberon system.)

To give a first overview, Figure 1 shows the module structure of the Write system.
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Figure 1. The Write Framework − Modular Structure of Write and its Extensions.

The definition and implementation of the model is at the very bottom in module Texts. On top of that, a
standard implementation of Write frames follow. WriteFrames additionally defines the view part of
elements, i.e. additional messages that an element should understand in order to be displayed in a frame.

The interface of a displayable element is composed of two sets of messages (protocols): Those used for
manipulating it as part of a text (model messages, Table 1), and those used for displaying it in a frame
(view messages, Table 2). In object−oriented terms, displayable elements are a subtype of text objects.
Usually, any other element type will be a subtype of displayable element.

track handle mouse activities regarding the element
display display at certain position, optionally install subframe
prepare prepare for being displayed, optionally adapt to context

Table 2. View Messages understood by Elements.

A problem occurs when the model is freely extensible: How can a view interpret a model that it does not
know details about? Somehow, the view has to delegate interpretation of extended model parts to these
parts themselves. A standard approach (e.g. [Palay 88], [Weinand 88]) are subviews that directly live
within a model. In Write, this would require an element type to be a subtype of Frame. However, this
would violate an important principle: The base type of view components would then be known in the
abstract definition of the model, resulting in a stronger coupling of model and view (violation of MVC
paradigm). Furthermore, a model can be visible in multiple views. By directly using visible elements as
subframes, frames would lose the property of being visible at at most one place a time. (Many frames rely
on that property: They have a state to optimize the displaying of a certain part of a model at a certain
place.) In Write, this dilemma has been solved by not deriving elements from frames. However, an
element is free to install a subframe into a frame whenever it is asked to display itself within that frame.
The installed subframe then takes over the role of displaying the element, while preserving the property of
being visible at a single place only. (Simple elements with static looks may instead display themselves
directly by drawing to the containing frame.) See Figure 2.

subframeframe

fox jumps

;
element
displays

text
displays

;
elementtext

frame subframe

the quick brown fox jumps

Figure 2. Collaboration of Models and Views (with Nested Models and Views).

A frame formats and displays a text. The basic definition of parcs (paragraph control elements, cf.
previous section) is known to Write frames. Thus a frame can interpret such special elements and provide
basic paragraph formatting interactively.

A two−phase protocol is used to allow flexible line formatting. In a first phase, the frame tries to
format a line. Whenever it encounters an element, it sends a prepare message. The element returns the
size of the required space and perhaps does some adaption to the environment. In the second phase, the
frame actually displays a formatted line. It sends a display message to the element, which in turn displays
itself (or installs a subframe which then does the displaying). See Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Two−Phase Line Formatting.

The two−phase protocol allows to perform operations like fully (block) adjusted formatting. A frame
inspects the parc of a certain paragraph and extracts such formatting attributes. Figure 4 illustrates the
effect of inserting a parc into a text.

)(parc attributes: left margin, width, lead space, line spacing, adjust mode, tab stops

range
block adjusted

lead
:
;

range
left adjusted

. . .

. . .

parc

after inserting the new parcbefore inserting a new parc

width
><

left
><

text (left adjusted)

insert parc (block adjusting)

;

Figure 4. Paragraph Formatting using Paragraph Controls.

An element may be of arbitrary complexity. Thus, it is possible to nest other models into texts. For
example, an element may represent a graphics, which it displays by installing a graphics frame as
subframe. Of course, the nested model may again be a text. This way, elements can be used to express
hierarchical model nestings of arbitrary depth.

If an element installs a subframe, this subframe may also react to mouse clicks and keyboard input.
Thus it is possible to edit such elements in−place. For example, a graphics element can be edited directly
in the text editor, using the graphics editor's functionality. Sometimes, however, it is more convenient to
open a new viewer instead of editing in−place. This is especially the case if the editing view uses a
different model representation. For example, a table element is normally displayed as a fully formatted
table. To edit its structure, a viewer can be opened that displays a declarative description of the table. By
editing the declarations, the looks of the table can be changed easily.

The model presented so far said nothing about printing. While printing is beyond the scope of this paper,
a few notes may be in order. There exists a separate module WritePrinter (not shown in Figure 1) which
acts very much like WriteFrames. However, elements are explicitly informed that they are not asked to
display but to print themselves. While most elements will follow the WYSIWYG rule, certain elements
may have different representations on screen and on paper. Typical examples are user interface
components that must not be printed. The two−pass approach is also used for printing: elements first get
a prepare and then a print message. Thus, an element that should not appear on the printout can react to
a prepare message by shrinking its size to zero.

Why Write is a Framework

The Write framework is small. It consists of the concrete class text, the abstract classes element, frame,
and Write frame, and a default implementation for Write frames. (The general frame class is identical to
the one present in the Oberon system.) The class collaboration scheme has also been kept simple: An
element typically has to implement five to ten methods, many of them being simple. Furthermore, the
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simple text model leads to a straightforward, easy to implement contract between the Write classes, as
described in the previous sections. As Write has been carefully integrated into the Oberon system, all
existing Oberon classes add to the Write framework. Indeed, Oberon provides many of the traditional
application framework functions: device independence, platform independence, isolation of underlying
operating system, and window system, dynamic loading, and so on. However, a precise description of the
Oberon system is beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader may refer to [Reiser 91] for more
information.

One might argue that considering such a small system a framework, even an application framework
for a multitude of applications, is a little exaggerated: Looking at the dimensions of other frameworks,
Write and Oberon together are small systems indeed. However, the clear advantage of a reduced learning
and implementation effort should not be ignored. The following section lists many useful extensions,
each realized with very limited resources by means of time and effort, to convince the reader that Write is
nevertheless useful in practice. By comparing the achieved functionality with what the reader expects
from a text editor, the question whether Write is an application framework with surprisingly useful
extensions, should be answered.

Typical Write Extensions

There are three groups of extensions: General purpose elements, special purpose elements, and extended
frames. While many extensions are of general use, in combination they may serve special purposes.

General purpose elements

In the following, most elements that have been implemented to extend Write and that are of general
interest are shortly described. The various elements are grouped into classes of increasing complexity,
both in terms of provided function and implementation effort.

Temporary elements. This is the most primitive kind of element. It just knows how to display and copy
itself. For example, ErrorElems can be automatically inserted at all positions the compiler found an error
at. When the user clicks on an error element, it changes its looks to display an error message.

MODULE DoubleBug;
BEGIN MyProc undeclared identifier

END TwoBugs .

Figure 5. Example for Temporary Elements: ErrorElems.

Static Elements. By implementing load and store methods, an element can be used as a static building
block. ChartElems are used to (automatically) create simple bar charts from sequences of numbers.

A
B
C
D A B C D

Figure 6. Example for Static Elements: ChartElems.

Data Elements. Elements may be understood as visible tokens for data bound to them. Taking this to an
extreme, DataElems display as an icon while supporting accessing, loading, storing, and updating the
bound data bound. A text can thus be used as a workspace, keeping all sorts of computation results for
future use.

Adaptive Elements. The two−phase protocol used to display elements can be used by an element to adapt
itself to its environment before it gets displayed. LineElems use this to draw a line that automatically takes
the remaining space available in a line or to the next tabulator position.

alpha    1.25  n/a
beta    3.1  positive
gamma  −2.04  negative
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Figure 7. Example for Adaptive Elements: LineElems.

Active Elements. A task may be connected to an element and may cause periodical updates of that
element. ClockElems display a running clock.

Figure 8. Examples for Active Elements: ClockElems.

Interactive Elements. Important components of typical interface toolkits are interactive elements like
buttons, sliders or menus. By implementing a track method, Write elements can have interactive
behavior. The easiest are button elements that execute a command when being clicked on. More
advanced are PopupElems (Figure 9): When they are clicked on a menu pops up and the user can select a
command from it. By using a special mouse click combination, the contents of the menu are displayed in
a separate viewer and can be edited: The popup menu changes immediately. Thus it is easy to customize
popup menus. Popup elements come close to menu prototyping tools, e.g. [Leung 90], but are easier to
use and fully integrated into Write.

Another interesting variation of interactive elements are StyleElems. A style element behaves just as a
parc but also has a name. Whenever the paragraph formatting attributes of a style element are changed
(by direct manipulation or otherwise), all other style elements in the document that share the name
change synchronously.

Write.Set lead 34
Write.Set lead 10
Write.Set line 34
Write.Set line 10
Write.SelectParc @
Write.Locate ↑
Write.InsertParc @
Write.Recall @

Write...

Chapter Heading

Figure 9. Examples for Interactive Elements: PopupElems (top) and StyleElems (bottom).

Wrapper Elements. The elements presented so far relied on a fresh implementation of their model and
view. Starting from some existing model/view implementation, e.g. in form of some existing editor, it is
rather easy to implement a wrapper element. For example, GraphicElems hold a reference to a graphics
and install a graphics frame in order to display the graphics. In a sense, a wrapper element is the glue
between some existing model and the text that this model should be embedded into. Graphic elements
have been used throughout this paper to add illustrations. For most other models in the Oberon system
wrappers exist, too. The following example shows a bitmap picture using PictElems.

Figure 10. Example for Wrapper Elements: PictElems.
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Structuring Elements. Like parcs, elements may be conceived that operate on their environment. While
formatting parcs be known to the frame, other structuring effects can be introduced freely. A rather
powerful example are fold elements which delimit a text stretch that can be folded, i.e. exchanged for
another (usually shorter or empty) stretch. The idea is to abstract from details by replacing them by a
shorter descriptive text, but nevertheless to allow zooming in on demand. Nested folds can be used for
stepwise refinement of programs and documents (outline editing).

There are two different kinds of fold elements: opening (>) and closing (<) ones. To avoid explicit
structures, the opening elements contain all the relevant information attached to a fold, while the closing
elements are matched on demand. Thus, the user can freely edit the folded text, and inconsistent states
are not possible. A text stretch is folded (or unfolded) by clicking on one of the two delimiting fold
elements.

opened fold

closed fold

END GetName;
IF s.class = Texts.Name THEN COPY(s.s, n) ELSE n := "" END
Texts.OpenScanner(s, Oberon.Par.text, Oberon.Par.pos); Texts.Scan(s);

BEGIN
VAR s: Texts.Scanner;

<>PROCEDURE GetName (VAR n: Name);

PROCEDURE GetName (VAR n: Name);

scan name

Figure 11. Example for Structuring Elements: FoldElems.

Formatting Elements. As a last example, a look at rather heavyweight elements may be in order. To
demonstrate the possibility to use an element to represent nested models, TableElems are introduced. A
table element uses a standard textual description of how a table should look like. This description is
parsed and translated into a formatted table. The normal view of a table element shows the formatted
table in a WYSIWYG way, but the element can be opened, i.e. the definition of the table can be made
visible. Changing the definition leads to an update of the table. While the table formatting can be
controlled by the help of many options possible in a table definition, Figure 12 shows the result of the
default formatting strategy. On the left, the definition of a table (using a nested table element!) is shown.
The resulting table element is shown on the right. Other examples of formatted tables may be found
elsewhere in this paper.

Note that the definition of a table is a normal Write text. Hence, each table entry may again contain
elements and, more important, table elements. Therefore, a table may be composed of nested tables.

Y 42 3.141

X g da b
2.718

alpha beta

/table

Y 42 3.141

X g da b
2.718

alpha beta

Figure 12. Example for Formatting Elements: TableElems.

Special Purpose Elements − Building Dedicated Applications using Write

While the general purpose elements described above serve as building blocks available to all users of
Write, the existence of rather specialized elements is an even more convincing proof of the claim that
Write can be considered an application framework.

Simulator. The first non−trivial, dedicated application that has been built using the Write framework has
been the simulator DebSim. DebSim supports simulation of digital circuits described using the hardware
description language Debora [Heeb 91]. The following example shows simulated signal traces. Each trace
is displayed by an individual simulation element. The elements may serve as an input for the simulator:
displayed traces may be freely edited by direct manipulation. The simulator uses the element context: The
textual label left to a simulator element is interpreted as a signal name. Also, the simulator elements use
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the tabulator settings valid for the paragraph they are contained in. By moving tabulator stops, the time
resolution of the displayed traces can be adjusted. As simulator elements are part of an editable, storable,
and printable text, the simulation results can readily be converted into (active) documentation.
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TxD
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TrCrc
DrivEn
zoomed
TxD

Figure 13. Debora Simulation Elements.

CAD Tools. For the design of printed circuit boards, as well as for that of field programmable gate arrays,
special tools (like auto−routers) have been implemented [Pfister 91]. By using elements, these tools are
integrated into Write. As a result, documentation can be generated directly from the production designs.

Extending Write Frames − More Applications

Many limitations of the standard Write configuration can be overcome by extending Write frames.
Examples given below are a forms editor (restricting the set of allowed editing operations), a terminal
emulator (using special input sources and output destinations), and a logging tool (automatically
scrolling). All these applications use the Write text system and are therefore capable of using all the
elements available.

Forms. By now it should be clear that Write can be used to design and use forms, the fields of the form
being implemented as special elements. Having form elements that depend on others and perform
automatic recalculations is also no problem. In the example of FormElems, any Oberon command can be
bound to an element to do the recalculations. Hence, the full programming language and environment
can be explored to express dependencies between form elements.

For designing and prototyping forms it is very useful that the Write editing capabilities are all available.
However, when using a form it might be less desirable that it is possible to edit by accident the form
instead of the form's contents. Restricting Write's editing capabilities can easily be done by extending the
standard Write frame. By overriding certain methods, it is not only possible to restrict the editor, but,
obviously, it is also possible to add new functionality. In the case of the form editor, certain keys are used
to support fast navigation through the fields of a form.

Name:

Company:

Phone:

Address:

e−mail:

Gödel, Kurt

IAS

− goedel@number.ias.edu

Princeton

NJ

Figure 14. Extending Write Frames to Edit Forms.

Emulators, Logging. An interesting extension of Write frames couples its model to a terminal emulator.
The result is a Write viewer with most of its editing capabilities (e.g. copying out text portions) acting as a
standard terminal. Another extension added certain scrolling heuristics to a frame that is used to display a
log: Whenever a program adds messages to the log, the log viewer scrolls to make them visible.

Implementation Issues

By the definition of texts used in Write it is clear that the two kinds of text objects (i.e. characters and
elements) could be treated identically. Indeed this is done in the Extended InterViews Glyph approach
(next section.) However, the resulting performance and storage penalties seemed prohibitive. Instead,
Write makes use of the fact that most text objects are characters by defining runs (cf. Figure 15). A run is
a sequence of text objects having the same set of attributes. (In the current version, elements are always
kept in a run of their own). This leads to the following syntax of the text implementation:
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Text = {Run}.
Run = Attributes {TextObject}.
Attributes = font color offset.
TextObject = characterObject | extendedObject.

pointer to element* )

)*

;;;;;

1521

and has 5 runscontains an elementtextThis

145

normalnormalnormal

...>>>>>
normal

len

pos

font

next

Figure 15. Decomposing a Text into Runs.

Note that the existence of runs purely is an optimization issue. Clients of texts need not be aware of it.
Under the assumption that characters indeed dominate elements the implementation of character runs
has been optimized. The resulting efficiency reaches that of text editors that have no concept of extension
elements.

Write has been designed such that texts of arbitrary size can be viewed and edited. Hence, a file−based
approach using a so−called piece−list [Gutknecht 85] has been chosen. As the actual characters of a text
are not maintained in memory, opening a text that contains no elements is very fast. If elements are
contained in a text, they are all loaded when opening the text. However, an element might again be
file−based.

A very important issue when supporting extensible systems is the possibility of references in a document
to extensions not present in the currently used system configuration. The Oberon system supports
dynamic loading of modules. Hence, whenever a text is opened that contains an element that has not yet
been used in the current session, the defining module is loaded. In the case of completely missing
extensions, Write creates alien elements. An alien element is displayed in a standard way (e.g. as a box) and
it knows how to store itself again. Hence, in Write it is possible to open documents even if certain
extensions are currently not available. Furthermore, it is possible to edit and store such a document again
without losing information contained in the alien elements.

To conclude, a few measures are given: The source and object code sizes of Write, the Oberon system,
and some typical extensions, as well as the sizes of typical documents. To judge the size of individual
elements, note that lines of source and object code size refer to fully functional, separately compilable
and loadable modules with no macro expansions required. An implementation of a zero element, i.e.
one that is well behaved but does nothing special is also given. It allows to approximate the (little)
percentage that could be gained by further factoring out functionality of elements into the framework.

Comparing the measures to those of systems like Extended InterViews (ExInt) [Calder 90] and ET++
[Weinand 88] is quite difficult, as the measured Oberon plus Write system runs on a bare machine,
while Extended InterViews and ET++ build on UNIX and some windowing system (typically X). For
example, the ExInt authors write "our figures do not include toolkit code [...] since that code is not specific to
the editor". Following this argument, combined with the claim that Write is a framework, little would
remain that could be counted!

Some interesting numbers can be given, however. A page currently not displayed takes about 25K in
ExInt while it takes about 4K in Write. A displayed page takes about 500K in ExInt while it takes about 8K
in Write. A page reformat plus redraw takes less than a second for both systems on comparable
machines. Write uses file based texts that could grow to almost arbitrary sizes (without significantly
degrading performance), while ExInt documents are fully memory based (at a considerable overhead: at
least 15 bytes per character!). The file formats used by the ExInt editor were not available. For Write, a
text file takes about one byte per character, plus a small header (depending on the number of runs and
different fonts used), plus some bytes per element. (Many elements take a few bytes only, but wrapper or
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other more complex elements take a size depending on their actual contents).
However, the experimental ExInt document editor based on Glyphs does a more advanced formatting

job than Write which does not try to perform fully WYSIWYG page formatting on the fly. On the other
hand, Write does not maintain any caching for formatted text: whenever a text portion is redisplayed it is
reformatted. The tradeoff between full page formatting based on a complicated and big system compared
to the simple strategy employed by Write seems to be justified for its purposes. A more advanced
formatting model could be added to Write by implementing a frame extension.

Write System 44.5 basic Write system
Graphics System 26.5 line drawings
Oberon Compiler 67.0 native code compiler
Oberon System 66.0 whole system

subsystem
[KByte]

object code functionality

Table 3. Object Sizes (for NS32000 processor) of Write and Oberon System.

TableElems   500 8.5 table formatting
PopupElems   200 3.5 popup menu buttons
GraphicElems   200 2.0 encapsulated graphics
LineElems   150 1.5 various lines
zero element     50 0.5 well behaved, empty element

Write   750 6.5 commands
WritePrinter   300 4.5 print support
ParcElems   400 7.5 interactive parcs
WriteFrames 1100 16.5 frames, displayable elements
Texts   700 9.5 texts, basic elements, load/store

module
source
lines of

[KByte]
object code functionality

Table 4. Source and Object Sizes of Write and some Extensions.

Related Work

The idea of extending an editor by adding program pieces goes back to editors like Emacs. There the
basic idea was to extend the editing functionality but not the edited model. In Write, extensions of the
model (by adding new elements) stand in the foreground. (Although a flexible and programmable macro
feature exists.) However, systems that support extensions of the model exist and are usually found in the
toolkit or framework area. In the following, Write is compared against some of these systems.

The Opus system [Vetterli 91] is an extensible stand−alone document editor: It is not integrated into
some environment. It supports the definition of new model parts called boxes where a box is an
rectangular area in model space. A box knows how to display and edit itself and Opus enforces fully
WYSIWYG views. The Opus document model is hierarchical, making Opus harder to extend.

ET++ [Weinand 88] is an application framework and toolkit that has been developped out of an
editor toolkit project. Hence it is quite interesting to compare it with Write. ET++ provides a complete
environment and many building blocks, while Write relies heavily on the Oberon system, making a
comparison difficult. To give an impression, ET++ running under UNIX and say X−Windows is about one
decimal order of magnitude larger than Write and Oberon taken together and running on a bare
machine. (The 88−version of ET++ was coded using about 45 000 lines of code.)

In Extended InterViews [Calder 90, Linton 87] flyweight objects on the character level (called glyphs)
are used as extension basis. Among all compared toolkits, this comes closest to the Write approach.
However, the Glyph protocol is more complicated, as a three−phase protocol is used. Also, as plain
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characters are not optimized, the size of glyph based documents is quite enormous. Special optimizations
are taken for glyphs to have a reduced memory requirement for pages not displayed (25 KByte instead of
500 KByte per page!). In Write, the special treatment of plain character runs and the file−based
implementation leads to the possibility to deal with documents of almost arbitrary size.

Summary and Conclusions

Write is an extensible text editor in the sense that the model to be edited itself can be extended. Write
restricts the model to the notion of a flat unstructured text but supports extended objects (elements)
floating in the text as ordinary characters do. The simplicity of the editing and extension models made
many useful extensions possible. Indeed, the editor can and has been used to implement rather different
applications, some examples of which have been presented in this paper. Thus, the claim can be made
that Write is an application framework for a certain kind of editor−like applications. It has been used
successfully to build general user interfaces (e.g. using popup elements), flexible workspaces (e.g. using
data elements), and CAD editor/simulators (e.g. using Debora or CAL elements). Others, like a proof
editor (supporting term replacement in an extended frame), and calculating elements (similar to
spreadsheet cells and coupled by name) are underway. One should note that the flexibility of Write when
being used as an application framework greatly benefits from the flexibility and power of the underlying
Oberon system.

Certain restrictive decisions made the implementation of elements especially simple. However, some
of them could be overcome by factoring out more into the framework. For example, Write elements are
either completely visible or not at all. This is quite acceptable in Oberon which uses a tiling window
system. Nevertheless it would be useful to add clipping support (like the ET++ clippers) such that
elements could be partially visible without adding too much complexity to the implementations of
individual elements.

In principle, other restrictions could be overcome by extending Write frames. Thereby, it would be
possible to implement new paragraph (or chapter, ...) formatting attributes and make them visible and
modifyable by implementing extended frames. However, the needs for these (perhaps most obvious)
kind of extensions have been very limited so far. More extensive use of Write as a traditional document
editor might change this.

It might be noteworthy that this paper has been prepared, formatted, and printed using the Write
system. The preparation task has been greatly simplified by using fold elements to perform outline
editing, style elements to define paragraph formatting styles, table elements, and graphic elements. Many
other elements have been used to illustrate the spectrum of possible elements.

The Write system and the underlying Oberon system have been implemented using the language
Oberon. Oberon does provide the minimal features necessary to program in an object−oriented style.
Also, the typical way of doing so in Oberon is very flexible (comparable to delegation with individual
message dispatching). However, Oberon's approach was not meant to support fine−grained
object−orientation. Still, the Write system's elements are objects at a rather small level of granularity and
it is surprising that an efficient implementation using Oberon was possible. However, the granularity
problem of Oberon can be avoided by using the language Oberon−2 [Mössenböck 91] (supported by
most Oberon systems) which adds single inheritance based methods. Oberon−2 is a strict superset of
Oberon. Indeed, it is possible to implement Write extensions using Oberon−2. (Actually, some of the
CAD tool elements have been implemented using Oberon−2.)

It has been avoided to incorporate screen−shots into this paper; elements display as shown. Readers
interested in a closer look may obtain a copy of the Oberon and Write for free (see Appendix).
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Appendix

The Oberon system has been ported to Apple Macintosh II (MacOS), SUN SparcStation (SunOS,
optionally under X−Windows), DECstation (UNIX plus X−Windows), and IBM PowerStation (UNIX plus
X−Windows) machines. A port for the IBM PC (MS/DOS, VGA, extended memory) is underway.

Write and many of the extensions mentioned in this paper are part of the standard distribution set of
all the ported versions. A detailed documentation may be found in [Szyperski 91]. All Oberon versions
can be obtained for free via anonymous ftp from neptune.inf.ethz.ch. The internet address is
129.132.101.33, login name anonymous, use your e−mail address as login password.


